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ABSTRACT
The Rosetta mission to comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko has provided new data
to better understand what comets are made of. The weak tensile strength of the
cometary surface materials suggests that the comet is a hierarchical dust aggregate
formed through gravitational collapse of a bound clump of small dust aggregates so-
called “pebbles” in the gaseous solar nebula. Since pebbles are the building blocks of
comets, which are the survivors of planetesimals in the solar nebula, estimating the size
of pebbles using a combination of thermal observations and numerical calculations is of
great importance to understand the planet formation in the outer solar system. In this
study, we calculated the thermal inertias and thermal skin depths of the hierarchical
aggregates of pebbles, for both diurnal and orbital variations of the temperature.
We found that the thermal inertias of the comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko are
consistent with the hierarchical aggregate of cm- to dm-sized pebbles. Our findings
indicate that the icy planetesimals may have formed via accretion of cm- to dm-sized
pebbles in the solar nebula.
Key words: comets: general – comets: individual (67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko)
– planets and satellites: formation – protoplanetary discs
1 INTRODUCTION
Comets are small and irregular-shaped objects composed of
ice, organics, and refractory materials. It is thought that
they are formed in the outer region of the solar nebula, where
the disk temperature is much lower than the sublimation
temperature of H2O ice. Given that comets spent a long time
under cold conditions once they are formed, they are pristine
objects and provide important clues about the environment
of the early solar system.
The process by which micron-sized interstellar dust
grains evolve into comets is still enigmatic. In the context
of planetesimal formation, the direct aggregation hypothesis
was proposed to explain the origin of small icy bodies (e.g.,
Okuzumi et al. 2012). In this model, dust aggregates are
transformed into km-sized comets via collisional growth and
static compression (Kataoka et al. 2013), and the resulting
comets are porous and homogeneous aggregates composed
of µm-sized grains (see also Tsukamoto et al. 2017; Homma
& Nakamoto 2018). In contrast, if comets are formed via
gravitational collapse of a concentrated clump of mm- to
dm-sized compressed dust aggregates called “pebbles” (e.g.,
Johansen et al. 2007; Yang et al. 2017), then their internal
? E-mail: sota.arakawa@nao.ac.jp
structure would be described by “hierarchical aggregates,”
i.e., loose agglomerates of pebbles (e.g., Gundlach & Blum
2012; Skorov & Blum 2012; Blum et al. 2017).
The Rosetta mission to comet 67P/Churyumov–
Gerasimenko (hereinafter referred to as comet 67P/C–G)
has yielded a large amount of data for determining the in-
ternal structure of these objects. Remarkably, the tensile
strength of comet 67P/C–G was estimated from its surface
topography, i.e., cliffs and overhangs (e.g., Groussin et al.
2015; Attree et al. 2018), and also based on crack propa-
gation across the neck of the nucleus (Hirabayashi et al.
2016). The estimated tensile strength at the cometary sur-
face is . 1 Pa (Attree et al. 2018). A low value of the tensile
strength is also necessary to explain the dust activity of
comets. This is because typical gas pressures caused by the
sublimation of ice (H2O, CO2, and CO) beneath the cover-
ing dust layer may be on the order of 0.1–1 Pa (e.g., Skorov
& Blum 2012; Gundlach et al. 2015), and the sublimation
gas pressure should exceed the tensile strength to drive dust
activity.
The thermal and mechanical properties must be depen-
dent on the structure of the dust aggregates, i.e., whether ho-
mogeneous or hierarchical (see, e.g., Blum 2018). Tatsuuma
et al. (2019) numerically investigated the tensile strength of
homogeneous dust aggregates, Yhom, and they revealed that
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Yhom > 103 Pa for homogeneous dust aggregates consisting of
micron-sized monomer grains (see also Seizinger et al. 2013;
Arakawa et al. 2019b). Their numerical results are consistent
with experimental results (e.g., Blum et al. 2006); however,
the obtained tensile strength substantially exceeds the max-
imum sublimation pressure of ice at the cometary surface.
In contrast, Blum et al. (2014) experimentally measured the
tensile strength of hierarchical aggregates of millimetre-sized
pebbles, and they found that the tensile strength of the un-
compressed hierarchical aggregates, Yhie,0, is on the order of
0.1–1 Pa. The dust activity of comets can then be driven by
the sublimation of ice if comets are hierarchical aggregates
of pebbles. The tensile strength of compressed hierarchical
aggregates, Yhie, is given by Yhie ∼ 0.03p + Yhie,0, where p is
the compression pressure before breaking up (see Blum et al.
2014). The volume-averaged pressure of the cometary inte-
rior is 35 Pa for the larger lobe of comet 67P/C–G (Blum
et al. 2017), and the obtained tensile strength, Yhie ∼ 1 Pa, is
also consistent with the estimates from the Rosetta mission
(e.g., Groussin et al. 2015; Attree et al. 2018).
As previously indicated, the tensile strength of comet
67P/C–G is consistent with the hierarchical aggregate model
proposed by Skorov & Blum (2012). The compressive
strength of the surface material of the comet can also be re-
produced by the hierarchical aggregate model (see Heinisch
et al. 2019). Therefore, the gravitational collapse of a concen-
trated clump of pebbles in the solar nebula is the best model
that explains the formation process of comets. However, the
size of the pebbles was poorly constrained in previous stud-
ies.
Heat transport via the surface of the nucleus is a funda-
mental process of comets. It is mainly driven by solar illumi-
nation, and the diurnal and orbital variations of the energy
flux cause temperature variations of the surface layer. Ther-
mal inertia and thermal skin depth are the key parameters
involved in the propagation of energy into the cometary inte-
rior (although surface roughness also plays an important role
in the heat transfer process; e.g., Marshall et al. 2018). Since
thermal inertia reflects the size and porosity of regolith and
boulders on the surface of small bodies (e.g., Okada et al.
2017, 2020), we could apply constraints on the size of the
pebbles from the thermal inertia of comet 67P/C–G.
In this study, we calculate the thermal inertia of comet
67P/C–G for both diurnal and orbital temperature varia-
tions and discuss the dependence of the thermal inertia on
the pebble radius. In Section 2, we describe the models of
dust aggregates used in this study. In Section 3, we present
numerical results for the diurnal and orbital thermal inertias
of comet 67P/C–G and compare our calculations with obser-
vational results. We found that the observed thermal inertias
are consistent with the hierarchical aggregate model when
the pebbles are cm-sized or larger aggregates. In contrast,
the thermal inertias of hierarchical aggregates composed of
mm-sized or smaller pebbles are too low to explain the ob-
served thermal inertias. We briefly highlight the constraint
on the size of the pebbles in the literature in Section 4, and
a summary is presented in Section 5.
2 MODELING OF DUST AGGREGATES
In Section 2, we describe the model of hierarchical aggregates
used in this study. We introduce a core–mantle monomer
grain model in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2, we briefly review
the idea of hierarchical aggregates proposed by Skorov &
Blum (2012). In Section 2.3, we discuss the material com-
position of comet 67P/C–G. Finally, we explain the ther-
mal properties of dust aggregates in Section 2.4 (see also
Arakawa et al. 2019a).
2.1 Monomer grains
In this study, we assume that monomer grains have a core–
mantle structure (e.g., Homma et al. 2019). The Rosetta
mission revealed that cometary dust particles ejected from
the surface of comet 67P/C–G are a mixture of anhydrous
silicates and organics (e.g., Bardyn et al. 2017). Organic
materials also exist in chondritic porous interplanetary dust
particles (IDPs; e.g., Flynn et al. 2013). These chondritic
porous IDPs have a cometary origin. They represent the
pristine materials in the solar nebula (e.g., Ishii et al. 2008),
and individual µm-sized grains are mantled by organics (e.g.,
Flynn et al. 2013). Based on these facts, we consider silicate
grains coated by organic mantles (organic–silicate grains,
see case (a) of Figure 1). In addition, we also consider the
ice–organic–silicate grains (see case (b) of Figure 1) because
comets retain ice in their subsurface region.
A model for two adhered homogeneous and spherical
grains was proposed by Johnson, Kendall & Roberts (1971),
called JKR contact theory (see also Johnson 1987; Dominik
& Tielens 1997; Wada et al. 2007). In JKR theory, the con-
tact radius of two adhered spherical monomers, ac, is given
by
ac =

9piγ
(
1 − ν2
)
2ER

1/3
R, (1)
where γ is the surface energy, E is Young’s modulus, ν is the
Poisson’s ratio, and R is the monomer radius. We summarize
the material properties adopted in this study in Appendix
A.
The stress distribution in contacting monomers around
the contact area is given in Johnson (1987), and the spatial
scale of the stress distribution is ac. Therefore, for the case
of two contacting core-mantle grains, the contact radius is
determined by the material properties of the outermost layer
when its thickness, ∆, is larger than the contact radius, ac.
Schematic figures of two core–mantle grains in contact are
shown in Figure 1.
2.1.1 Organic–silicate grains
In this study, we set the radius of the silicate core as
Rsil = 0.5 µm, which is consistent with the size of monomer
particles reported by the Rosetta mission (Bentley et al.
2016; Mannel et al. 2016). The mass fractions of the organic
mantle and silicate core are forg and fsil, and the volume
fractions of the organic mantle and silicate core are given by
χorg =
forg/ρorg
forg/ρorg + fsil/ρsil
, (2)
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of two contacting monomer
grains with a radius of R. (a) The case of organic–silicate grains.
(b) The case of ice–organic–silicate grains. The radius of the sil-
icate core is Rsil = 0.5 µm in both cases (a) and (b). When the
contact radius, ac, is smaller than the thickness of the outermost
layer, ∆, the inner layers have no effect on the adhesion of the
monomer grains.
and
χsil =
fsil/ρsil
forg/ρorg + fsil/ρsil
, (3)
respectively, where ρorg and ρsil are the material density of
organic and silicate. The monomer radius of the organic–
silicate grains is given by
R = χsil
−1/3Rsil, (4)
and the thickness of the organic mantle is therefore given by
∆ =
(
1 − χsil1/3
)
R. (5)
The grain density of organic–silicate grains is given by
ρm = χorgρorg + χsilρsil. (6)
The material properties used in this study are listed in Table
A1.
2.1.2 Ice-organic–silicate grains
We can obtain the monomer radius and the thickness of the
ice mantle of ice–organic–silicate grains in a similar manner
to the organic–silicate grains. The mass fractions of the ice
shell, organic mantle, and silicate core are fice, forg, and fsil,
respectively. The volume fractions of the ice shell, organic
mantle, and silicate core are given by
χice =
fice/ρice
fice/ρice + forg/ρorg + fsil/ρsil
, (7)
χorg =
forg/ρorg
fice/ρice + forg/ρorg + fsil/ρsil
, (8)
Ragg
Figure 2. Schematic illustration of a hierarchical aggregate. A
hierarchical aggregate formed via accretion of the constituent ag-
gregates (surrounded by dashed circles). The aggregate radius
of the constituent aggregates (i.e., “pebbles”) is Ragg and the
monomer radius is R. The filling factor of the constituent ag-
gregates is φagg, and the filling factor of the aggregate packing
structure is φp. Thus, the total filling factor of the hierarchical
aggregate is given by φtotal = φaggφp.
and
χsil =
fsil/ρsil
fice/ρice + forg/ρorg + fsil/ρsil
, (9)
respectively. Then, the monomer radius of ice–organic–
silicate grains is given by R = χsil−1/3Rsil, and the thickness
of the ice shell is therefore given by
∆ =
[
1 − (χorg + χsil)1/3]R. (10)
The grain density of the ice–organic–silicate grains is
ρm = χiceρice + χorgρorg + χsilρsil. (11)
2.2 Hierarchical aggregate
Figure 2 shows schematic illustrations of a hierarchical ag-
gregate (see also Gundlach & Blum 2012; Skorov & Blum
2012). If comet nuclei are formed via gravitational collapse of
a bound clump of pebbles, their packing morphology would
as shown in Figure 2. The concept of the hierarchical ag-
gregate model is described in Section 2 of Skorov & Blum
(2012) and also in Section 2 of Blum et al. (2017). We briefly
summarize the scenario for comet formation in the following
sections.
2.2.1 Formation of pebbles via collisions
The first step of planetesimal formation is the collisional
growth of dust particles in the gaseous solar nebula (Blum
& Wurm 2008, and references therein). Aggregates initially
collide at very low speeds, which results in the growth of
the aggregates until their size reaches the bouncing and/or
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2020)
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fragmentation barriers (Brauer et al. 2008; Zsom et al. 2010).
Depending on the solar nebula model, the threshold size of
the barriers is in the range of (sub)millimetres to metres
(Skorov & Blum 2012).
Continued non-sticking collisions lead to rounding and
compaction of the aggregates (Weidling et al. 2009, 2012).
Whether adhesion collisions occur or not mainly depends on
the filling factor of the aggregates, φagg. When the filling
factor is higher than 0.1, sticking collisions are infrequently
observed in laboratory experiments (e.g., Langkowski et al.
2008). The filling factor of the aggregates then approaches
0.35–0.4 as a consequence of mutual collisions (e.g., Weidling
et al. 2009; Gu¨ttler et al. 2010).
2.2.2 Formation of planetesimals via gravitational
instability
Johansen et al. (2007) proposed that planetesimal formation
occurred via spatial concentration of pebbles due to stream-
ing instability (e.g., Youdin & Goodman 2005; Johansen &
Youdin 2007). Streaming instability leads to the formation
of a gravitationally bound cloud of pebbles in the solar neb-
ula, which gently collapses to form planetesimals.
Spontaneous concentration of pebbles due to stream-
ing instability can occur when the Stokes number of the
pebbles, St, is in the range 10−3 . St . 1 (Carrera et al.
2015; Yang et al. 2017). The Stokes number is defined as
St = tsΩK, where ts is the stopping time of the pebbles and
ΩK is the Kepler frequency. Assuming a minimum mass solar
nebula model (Weidenschilling 1977; Hayashi 1981), com-
pressed pebbles with radii in the range of 0.1 mm and 10 cm
can be concentrated due to streaming instability if comets
form at ∼ 10–30 au from the Sun (see Blum et al. 2017).
We note that other mechanisms can account for the
spatial concentration of dust aggregates in the gaseous so-
lar nebula, e.g., dust trapping at the local pressure maxima
(e.g., Haghighipour & Boss 2003) and the vortices generated
by hydrodynamical instabilities (e.g., Meheut et al. 2012).
A wide range of aggregate sizes, from (sub)mm- to metre-
sized, could concentrate in the turbulent solar nebula (Jo-
hansen et al. 2014, and references therein). Therefore, the
pebbles, which are the building blocks of comets, would also
be (sub)mm- to metre-sized dust aggregates formed in the
solar nebula.
The concentration of pebbles using a gentle gravita-
tional collapse results in the formation of comets with a fill-
ing factor of the aggregate packing structure of φp ∼ φRCP,
where φRCP = 0.64 is the filling factor for random close pack-
ing (e.g., Berryman 1983). The total filling factor of the hi-
erarchical aggregate, φtotal = φaggφp, is approximately 0.22–
0.26, which is compatible with the estimates obtained from
the Rosetta mission (e.g., Kofman et al. 2015; Pa¨tzold et al.
2016).
2.3 Material density and mass fraction
In this section, we discuss the material density of cometary
organics and silicates, and we also evaluate the mass fraction
of ice, organics, and silicates.
2.3.1 Material density of H2O ice
The material density of crystalline H2O ice is ρice =
920 kg m−3. We note that the material density of amor-
phous H2O ice is 940 kg m−3 (Mishima et al. 1985) and the
difference between crystalline and amorphous ice is small.
2.3.2 Material density of cometary organics
There are some analogues for cometary organics, e.g., macro-
molecular insoluble organic matter (IOM), HCN heteropoly-
mers, and bitumen. We estimated the material density of the
organics, ρorg, based on these analogues.
The elemental composition of organic matter in
cometary dust is essentially chondritic and shares similar-
ities with macromolecular IOM in carbonaceous chondrites
(Fray et al. 2016). The aliphatic signatures in the infrared
spectrum of comet 67P/C–G are also compatible with those
of carbonaceous chondrites (Raponi et al. 2020). The mate-
rial density of IOM is in the range of 1200–1400 kg m−3 (Zolo-
tov 2020). The material density of an HCN heteropolymer,
a reasonable candidate for the dark lag deposit of cometary
nuclei, is 1620 kg m−3 (Khare et al. 1994). Natural solid oil
bitumen is also a useful spectral analogue for cometary re-
fractory organics, and its material density is in the range
of 1050–2000 kg m−3 (see Moroz et al. 1998, and references
therein). Therefore, a reasonable range for the material den-
sity of cometary organics is
1000 kg m−3 ≤ ρorg ≤ 2000 kg m−3. (12)
2.3.3 Material density of silicate
The grain density of carbonaceous chondrites was reported
by Consolmagno et al. (2008): 2460 kg m−3 for CI chon-
drites, 2900 kg m−3 for CM chondrites, and 3580 kg m−3
for CK chondrites. 1 The higher density carbonaceous chon-
drites (e.g., CK) are anhydrous whereas the lower density
carbonaceous chondrites (CI and CM) are hydrated. We as-
sume that the material density of a silicate is,
ρsil = 2500 kg m−3 or 3500 kg m−3. (13)
2.3.4 Refractory-to-ice mass ratio
The refractory-to-ice mass ratio in the nucleus,
δRI ≡
fsil + forg
fice
,
=
1
fice
− 1, (14)
has been estimated based on several studies (e.g., Fulle
et al. 2017, 2019; Pa¨tzold et al. 2019). Considering the av-
erage dust bulk density of the dust particles ejected from
the nucleus that were collected during the entire mission,
Fulle et al. (2017) obtained the refractory-to-ice mass ratio
1 The carbon content of carbonaceous chondrites is ∼ 1% (e.g.,
Gail & Trieloff 2017), and the presence of organics hardly modifies
the grain density of carbonaceous chondrites.
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δRI = 7.5 inside the nucleus. Fulle et al. (2019) also esti-
mated δRI inside the nucleus from the mass balance consid-
ering dust loss, water loss (both from the nucleus and dis-
tributed sources) and dust fallout. Assuming that the dust-
to-gas mass ratio in the lost material is in the range of 0.7
and 2.0, the refractory-to-ice mass ratio is in the range of
4.3 < δRI < 55. Pa¨tzold et al. (2019) discussed the range
of δRI inside the nucleus that is compatible with the bulk
density, and the suggested range is 3 < δRI < 7.
Therefore, we conclude that the possible range of the
refractory-to-ice mass ratio inside the nucleus is 3 . δRI .
10, and in this section, we assume that the mass fraction of
ice is,
fice = 0.1 or 0.2, (15)
which corresponds to δRI = 9 and 4, respectively. We note
that Lorek et al. (2016) also suggested that the refractory-to-
ice mass ratio should be 3 . δRI . 9 based on the results of
Monte Carlo simulations of collisional evolution of pebbles.
Our evaluation of fice is consistent with the results of Lorek
et al. (2016).
2.3.5 The mass fraction of organics in refractory dust
grains
The mass fraction of organics in refractory dust grains,
δOR ≡ forg/( fsil + forg), has also been estimated in several
studies (e.g., Bardyn et al. 2017; Fulle et al. 2018). Fulle
et al. (2018) concluded that the Grain Impact Analyser and
Dust Accumulator (GIADA; Colangeli et al. 2007) observed
average organic mass fractions of δOR = 38 ± 8%. The mass
fraction of organics was also measured using the Cometary
Secondary Ion Mass Analyser (COSIMA; Kissel et al. 2007),
and Bardyn et al. (2017) found that the mass fraction of or-
ganics is δOR ∼ 45± 15%, which is consistent with the result
of Fulle et al. (2018).
We assume forg = 0.3 in Section 2.3.6. The resulting
organic mass fraction is δOR = 33.33...% for the case of fice =
0.1 and δOR = 37.5% for the case of fice = 0.2, respectively.
2.3.6 Constraint on material density and mass fraction
based on the bulk density of comet 67P/C–G
The bulk density of comet 67P/C–G, ρbulk = 533 kg m−3
(Pa¨tzold et al. 2016), is given by
ρbulk = φaggφp
(
χsilρsil + χorgρorg + χiceρice
)
,
=
φaggφp
fice/ρice + forg/ρorg + fsil/ρsil
. (16)
We can then obtain the parameter range of the material
density values, ρorg and ρsil, and the mass fraction of ice,
fice, by solving Equation (16).
Figure 3 shows the filling factor of the constituent ag-
gregates, φagg, as a function of the material density of the
organics, ρorg. In the framework of the hierarchical aggre-
gate model, the filling factor of the aggregate packing struc-
ture is φp = 0.64 and the filling factor of the constituent
aggregates is φagg ' 0.35–0.4 (green shaded regions). As
shown in Figure 3(a), we can reproduce the bulk density
of comet 67P/C–G when fice = 0.1, ρsil = 3500 kg m−3 and
ρorg & 1500 kg m−3. The value of ρsil = 3500 kg m−3 is con-
sistent with the fact that the mineral phase in dust grains
measured using COSIMA is predominantly composed of an-
hydrous silicates (Bardyn et al. 2017).
In contrast, when we assume fice = 0.2, we cannot re-
produce the bulk density of comet 67P/C–G, even if the ma-
terial density of the organics is ρorg = 2000 kg m−3, as shown
in Figure 3(b). We conclude that fice < 0.2 (i.e., δRI > 4) is
suitable for the hierarchical aggregate model from the per-
spective of the bulk density constraint.
In the rest of this paper, we set φagg = 0.4, ρsil =
3500 kg m−3, and ρorg = 1500 kg m−3. We also set the
mass fractions of the organic–silicate grains and ice–organic–
silicate grains as forg : fsil = 1/3 : 2/3 and fice : forg : fsil =
0.1 : 0.3 : 0.6, respectively (see Tables A1 and A2). Assum-
ing these parameters, the condition for using JKR theory,
ac < ∆, is satisfied for both organic–silicate grains and ice–
organic–silicate grains.
2.4 Thermal conductivity and specific heat
capacity
2.4.1 Thermal conductivity of constituent aggregates
The thermal conductivity of tbe constituent aggregates,
kagg, is dominated by the thermal conductivity through the
solid network, ksol (see Appendix C). Arakawa et al. (2017)
obtained that ksol is given by
ksol = 2kmat
ac
R
f
(
φagg
)
, (17)
where f is the dimensionless (normalized) thermal conduc-
tivity and kmat is the material thermal conductivity. The
dimensionless function f depends on φagg and the average
coordination number Z; and Z also depend on φagg. Numeri-
cal simulations performed by Arakawa et al. (2019a) revealed
that f and Z are given by
f
(
φagg
)
= 0.784φagg1.99
(
Z
2
)0.556
, (18)
and
Z = 2 + 9.38φagg1.62. (19)
The physical backgrounds of these equations are described
in Arakawa et al. (2019b). We set kagg = ksol in this study.
Heat flows through the monomer–monomer contacts,
and the heat conductance at the contact determines the
heat flow within two monomers. A contact between two
monomers disturbs the temperature profiles inside the grains
only for the spatial scale of ac, as in the case of the stress
distribution described in Section 2.1 (see also Gusarov et al.
2003). For the case of core–mantle monomers, the material
thermal conductivity of the outermost layer determines the
thermal conductivity through the solid network when ac < ∆
is satisfied. We summarize the material thermal conductiv-
ities in Appendix B (see Figure B1).
2.4.2 Thermal conductivity of a hierarchical aggregate
In contrast, the thermal conductivity of hierarchical ag-
gregates is dominated by radiative transfer within inter-
aggregate voids (e.g., Gundlach & Blum 2012).
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(a) fsil : forg : fice = 0.6 : 0.3 : 0.1
ρsil = 2500 kg m
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Figure 3. Filling factor of constituent aggregates, φagg, and the material density of the organics, ρorg, are calculated from the bulk density
of comet 67P/C–G using Equation (16). (a) For the case of fsil : forg : fice = 0.6 : 0.3 : 0.1. (b) For the case o fsil : forg : fice = 0.5 : 0.3 : 0.2.
The dashed lines represent the case of ρsil = 2500 kg m−3 (hydrated carbonaceous chondrites) whereas the solid lines represent the case of
ρsil = 3500 kg m−3 (anhydrous carbonaceous chondrites). The green shaded regions represent the range of φagg when pebbles are formed
via multiple non-sticking collisions (Weidling et al. 2009; Gu¨ttler et al. 2010).
The thermal conductivity of hierarchical aggregates,
khie, is given by
khie =
16
3
σSBT
3lmfp,hie, (20)
where σSB is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, T is the tem-
perature, and lmfp,hie is the mean free path of photons within
the inter-aggregate structure of the hierarchical aggregates.
2
In the same way as Gundlach & Blum (2012), we can
also evaluate the thermal conductivity through the solid net-
work of hierarchical aggregates, khie,sol, as follows:
khie,sol = 2kagg
ac,agg
Ragg
f
(
φp
)
, (21)
where ac,agg is the contact radius of two adhered pebbles.
We note, however, that Gundlach & Blum (2012) revealed
that khie,sol is negligibly small compared to khie when the
size of the pebbles is larger than 0.1 mm (see Figure 15 of
Gundlach & Blum 2012). This is because ac,agg/Ragg of the
pebbles is much smaller than unity and heat transfer through
the solid network is limited by the contact area between
two adhered pebbles. Therefore, we assume that the thermal
conductivity of hierarchical aggregates is given by radiative
transfer within inter-aggregate voids in this study.
We confirmed that the effective absorption cross-section
of the constituent aggregates, σeff,agg, is approximately equal
to the geometric cross section, σagg = piRagg2, when Ragg ≥
0.1 mm (see Appendix D). The mean free path lmfp,hie is then
2 We note that the thermal conductivity of pebbles, kagg, may
have an important effect on khie when kagg < khie, due to the non-
isothermality in each pebble (see Ryan et al. 2020).
given by the following geometric optical approximation:
lmfp,hie =
(
1 − φp
) nagg
σagg
,
=
4
3
1 − φp
φp
Ragg, (22)
where
nagg =
φp
(4pi/3)Ragg3
, (23)
is the number density of the constituent aggregates. 3 Equa-
tion (22) exhibits excellent agreement with the empirical
formula reported by Gundlach & Blum (2012): lmfp,hie '
1.34
[ (
1 − φp
)/φp]Ragg. The typical distance among the con-
stituent aggregates, lagg, is also given by
lagg =
4Ragg
3φp
. (24)
2.4.3 Specific heat capacity
For the case of organic–silicate grains, the specific heat ca-
pacity of a monomer, cm, is given by
cm = forgcorg + fsilcsil, (25)
and for the case of ice–organic–silicate grains,
cm = ficecice + forgcorg + fsilcsil, (26)
where cice, corg, and csil are the material specific heat ca-
pacities. The specific heat capacities used in this study are
summarized in Appendix B (see Figure B3).
3 In this case we assume that radiative heat transfer only oc-
curs in the inter-aggregate voids and neglect the radiative heat
transport inside the constituent aggregates (see Gundlach & Blum
2012).
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3 THERMAL SKIN DEPTH AND THERMAL
INERTIA
In Section 3, we introduce the diurnal and orbital thermal
skin depth and thermal inertia. We also show the numerical
results and compare our calculations with observations. We
note that the diurnal/orbital variations of the temperature
reflect the thermophysical properties of a cometary surface
shallower than the diurnal/orbital thermal skin depth.
3.1 Diurnal thermal skin depth
Based on the observations of the diurnal variation of the
surface and subsurface temperatures, the thermal inertia of
comet 67P/C–G was investigated by several studies (e.g.,
Gulkis et al. 2015; Schloerb et al. 2015; Spohn et al. 2015).
The e-folding depth of the diurnal variation of temperature
is called the diurnal thermal skin depth, ddiu.
We assert that the physical mechanism that controls
thermal inertia depends on whether the aggregate size is
larger or smaller than the thermal skin depth. This is be-
cause the variation of temperature reflects the thermophys-
ical properties of the surface region that is shallower than
the thermal skin depth. If the diurnal thermal skin depth is
smaller than the aggregate radius, ddiu < Ragg, the observed
diurnal variation of temperature should reflect the thermo-
physical properties of the pebbles on the cometary surface,
as shown in Figure 4(a). In this case, the diurnal thermal
skin depth is given by
ddiu,agg =
√
kaggPs
picmρmφagg
, (27)
where Ps = 12.4 h is the rotation period of comet 67P/C–G
(e.g., Jorda et al. 2016). We note that the diurnal thermal
skin depth is independent of the aggregate radius, Ragg, when
it is given by ddiu,agg.
In contrast, if the diurnal thermal skin depth is larger
than the typical distance among constituent aggregates,
ddiu > lagg, the observed diurnal variation of temperature
may reflect the radiative heat transfer process within the
inter-aggregate structure of hierarchical aggregates (e.g.,
Blum et al. 2017), as shown in Figure 4(b). In this case,
the diurnal thermal skin depth is given by
ddiu,hie =
√
khiePs
picmρmφtotal
. (28)
In this study, we assume that the diurnal thermal skin
depth is given by ddiu = ddiu,agg when the condition,
ddiu,agg < Ragg and ddiu,hie < lagg, (29)
is satisfied. Similarly, when the condition,
ddiu,agg > Ragg and ddiu,hie > lagg, (30)
is satisfied, we set ddiu = ddiu,hie. We can rewrite the equation
ddiu,hie = lagg as
Ragg =
4σSBT3
picmρm
1 − φp
φp
Ps, (31)
and this equation gives the critical aggregate radius that
satisfies ddiu,hie = lagg.
Figure 5 shows the range of the aggregate radius Ragg
where the diurnal thermal skin depth is given by ddiu =
ddiu,agg (cyan crosshatched region) or ddiu = ddiu,hie (grey
hatched region), for the case in which monomer grains are
organic–silicate grains. The diurnal thermal skin depth is
also shown in Figure E1 (see Appendix E). Since kagg, khie,
and cm depend on the temperature, the diurnal thermal skin
depth is dependent on the temperature. The blue lines rep-
resent the aggregate radius that satisfies ddiu,agg = Ragg, and
the black lines are the solution of ddiu,hie = lagg. The solid
lines are associated with the case of organic–silicate grains,
and the dashed lines represent the case of ice–organic–
silicate grains. For the case of organic–silicate monomers,
we found that the diurnal thermal skin depth is given by
ddiu = ddiu,agg when the aggregate radius is
Ragg & 1 cm, (32)
and for the case of ice–organic–silicate monomers, the crit-
ical aggregate radius is between a few centimetres and
decimetres. The large critical radius for ice–organic–silicate
monomers is attributed to the high thermal conductivity of
H2O ice, which is orders of magnitudes higher than that of
organics. We also assumed that H2O ice is crystalline if it ex-
ists. Based on the Rome model for the thermal evolution of
cometary nuclei (e.g., Capria et al. 2017), at the uppermost
tens of centimetres, H2O ice is crystallized and/or evapo-
rated by the illumination history of comet 67P/C–G.
We acknowledge that for the case of (i) ddiu,agg <
Ragg and ddiu,hie > lagg, or (ii) ddiu,agg > Ragg and ddiu,hie < lagg,
we cannot determine the diurnal thermal skin depth at
present (white regions in Figure 5). It is necessary to per-
form accurate numerical simulations on heat transfer within
hierarchical aggregates using a discrete media approach in
future research.
3.2 Diurnal thermal inertia
The diurnal temperature variation is inversely proportional
to the diurnal thermal inertia, Idiu. Herein, we consider
the diurnal thermal inertia. When the condition for ddiu =
ddiu,agg is satisfied, the diurnal temperature variation reflects
the thermal inertia of the constituent aggregates:
Iagg =
√
kaggcmρmφagg. (33)
In contrast, when the condition for ddiu = ddiu,hie is sat-
isfied, the diurnal temperature variation is determined based
on radiative transfer within the inter-aggregate structure
(e.g., Blum et al. 2017). In this case, the thermal inertia
of hierarchical aggregates is given by
Ihie =
√
khiecmρmφtotal. (34)
In this study, we set Idiu = Iagg (Idiu = Ihie) when
ddiu = ddiu,agg (ddiu = ddiu,hie). Figure 6 shows the diurnal
thermal inertia as a function of temperature. The blue lines
represent the thermal inertia of the constituent aggregates,
Iagg. The black lines represent the thermal inertia of hierar-
chical aggregates, Ihie, for the case of Ragg = 1 mm, whereas
the grey lines represent Ihie for the case of Ragg = 0.1 mm.
The solid lines are for the case of organic–silicate grains,
whereas the dashed lines are for the case of ice–organic–
silicate grains. We found that (i) Iagg is consistent with the
observations for the case of organic–silicate grains, and (ii)
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ds
Figure 4. Schematic of the temperature structure of the cometary surface in the framework of the hierarchical aggregate model. The
color of the pebbles correspond to the temperature. (a) If the thermal skin depth is smaller than the aggregate radius, ds < Ragg, the
observed variation of temperature should reflect the thermophysical properties of pebbles on the cometary surface. In contrast, (b) if
the thermal skin depth is larger than the typical distance among constituent aggregates, ds > lagg, the observed variation of temperature
reflects the radiative heat transfer process within the inter-aggregate structure of hierarchical aggregates (Blum et al. 2017). We note
that the thermal skin depth depends on the timescale of temperature variation and the diurnal and orbital thermal skin depths, ddiu and
dorb, are orders of magnitude different.
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Figure 5. (Left panel) The range of the aggregate radius Ragg where the diurnal thermal skin depth is given by ddiu = ddiu,agg (cyan
crosshatched region) or ddiu = ddiu,hie (grey hatched region), for the case in which monomer grains are organic–silicate grains. We note
that a cometary surface shallower than several centimetres may be covered by the pebbles that constitute the organic–silicate grains
(solid lines), based on the far ultraviolet spectrum of the cometary surface (Stern et al. 2015). The blue lines represent the aggregate
radius that satisfy ddiu,agg = Ragg whereas the black lines are the solution of ddiu,hie = lagg (Eq. 31). The solid lines represent the case of
organic–silicate grains, and the dashed lines are for the case of ice–organic–silicate grains. (Right panel) The range of the aggregate radius
Ragg for which the orbital thermal skin depth is given by dorb = dorb,agg (cyan crosshatched region) or dorb = dorb,hie (grey hatched region),
for the case in which monomer grains are organic–silicate grains. The blue lines indicate the aggregate radius that satisfies dorb,agg = Ragg,
and the black lines are the solution of dorb,hie = lagg. The solid lines represent the case of organic–silicate grains, whereas the dashed lines
represent the case of ice–organic–silicate grains.
when the aggregate radius is larger than ∼ 1 mm, the ob-
served diurnal thermal inertia is also consistent with Ihie in
our calculations for both organic–silicate and ice–organic–
silicate grains.
We note that, based on the far-ultraviolet spectrum,
there is no evidence of H2O ice absorption on the cometary
surface (Stern et al. 2015). The observed spectrum is more
consistent with the idea that the cometary surface is covered
with pebbles made of organic–silicate grains (solid lines in
Figures 5 and 6).
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Figure 6. (Left panel) Diurnal thermal inertia, Idiu, as a function of temperature. The blue lines represent the thermal inertia of the
constituent aggregates, Iagg. The black lines represent the thermal inertia of hierarchical aggregates, Ihie, for the case of Ragg = 1 mm, and
the grey lines represent Ihie for the case of Ragg = 0.1 mm. The solid lines represent the case for organic–silicate grains, and the dashed lines
represent the case for ice–organic–silicate grains. We note that a cometary surface shallower than several centimetres may be covered
by pebbles that constitute organic–silicate grains (solid lines), based on the far-ultraviolet spectrum of this surface (Stern et al. 2015).
The blue shaded region represents the range of possible values of Iagg, considering local variations of thermophysical properties, i.e.,
between 0.5Iagg and 2Iagg (for example, the material thermal conductivity of organics could vary by a factor of four; see Figure B2). The
dashed boxes represent the estimated value of the diurnal thermal inertia based on observations. The orange, green, and red boxes are
attributable to the research of Marshall et al. (2018), Schloerb et al. (2015), and Spohn et al. (2015), respectively (see Section 3.4). (Right
panel) Orbital thermal inertia, Iorb, as a function of temperature. The colors of the lines represent the aggregate radius (Ragg = 10 cm,
1 cm, and 1 mm). In this case, the orbital thermal inertia is given by Iorb = Ihie because dorb = dorb,hie when Ragg . 1 m. The solid lines
represent the case of organic–silicate grains, whereas the dashed lines are for the case of ice–organic–silicate grains. The violet dashed
box reprsents the estimated value of the orbital thermal inertia in the polar night regions based on observations (Choukroun et al. 2015).
It is also worth noting that the physical properties
probed by the diurnal thermal inertia depend on whether
Ragg & 1 cm. For the case of Ragg & 1 cm, the diurnal thermal
inertia reflects the thermal conductivity of the constituent
aggregates, kagg, and kagg is mainly dependent on the ma-
terial thermal conductivity of the outermost layer of core–
mantle monomers. 4 In contrast, for the case of Ragg . 1 mm,
the diurnal thermal inertia reflects the thermal conductivity
of hierarchical aggregates, khie, and khie is proportional to
the cube of the aggregate radius: khie ∝ Ragg3. Therefore, we
can probe Ragg using the diurnal thermal inertia.
3.3 Orbital thermal skin depth and orbital
thermal inertia
Although most thermal observations focus on diurnal tem-
perature variations, Choukroun et al. (2015) investigated the
orbital variation of the temperature at the southern polar
regions of comet 67P/C–G. Herein, we discuss the orbital
thermal skin depth and orbital thermal inertia. We note that
the diurnal/orbital thermal skin depth is proportional to the
square root of the spin/orbital period. Therefore, the orbital
thermal skin depth is several orders of magnitude larger than
the diurnal thermal skin depth.
Similar to the diurnal thermal skin depth and diurnal
4 We note that the dependence of Iagg on the monomer radius R
is exceedingly weak: Iagg ∝ R−1/6. The dependence on the surface
energy is also weak: Iagg ∝ γ1/6 (see Equation 1).
thermal inertia, we can also define the orbital thermal skin
depth, dorb, and the orbital thermal inertia, Iorb. If the or-
bital thermal skin depth is smaller than the aggregate radius,
dorb < Ragg, it is given by
dorb,agg =
√
kaggPo
picmρmφagg
, (35)
where Po = 6.45 yr is the orbital period of comet 67P/C–
G (JPL Small-Body Database5). In contrast, if the orbital
thermal skin depth is larger than the typical distance among
constituent aggregates, ddiu > lagg, it is given by
dorb,hie =
√
khiePo
picmρmφtotal
. (36)
We assume that the diurnal thermal skin depth is given by
dorb = dorb,agg when
dorb,agg < Ragg and dorb,hie < lagg, (37)
and also assume that the diurnal thermal skin depth is given
by dorb = dorb,hie when the condition,
dorb,agg > Ragg and dorb,hie > lagg, (38)
is satisfied. 6
5 https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/sbdb.cgi?sstr=67P
6 We also acknowledge that, for the case of (i) dorb,agg <
Ragg and dorb,hie > lagg, or (ii) dorb,agg > Ragg and dorb,hie < lagg,
we cannot determine the orbital thermal skin depth at present
(white regions in Figure 5), as indicated in Section 3.1.
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The orbital skin depth is controlled by thermal conduc-
tivity of hierarchical aggregates, because the orbital ther-
mal skin depth is larger than the aggregate radius (see Ap-
pendix E). The right panel of Figure 5 shows the range of
the aggregate radius Ragg where the diurnal thermal skin
depth is given by ddiu = ddiu,agg (cyan crosshatched region) or
ddiu = ddiu,hie (grey hatched region), for the case in which the
monomer grains are organic–silicate grains. As shown in Fig-
ure 5, the orbital thermal skin depth is given by dorb = dorb,hie
when the aggregate radius is
Ragg . 1 m. (39)
We also set Iorb = Ihie (Iorb = Iagg) when dorb = dorb,hie
(dorb = dorb,agg) similar to the diurnal thermal inertia. The
right panel of Figure 6 shows the orbital thermal inertia as
a function of temperature. In this case, the orbital thermal
inertia is given by Iorb = Ihie because dorb = dorb,hie when
Ragg . 1 m.
3.4 Comparison with observational data
In this section, we compare the diurnal and orbital ther-
mal inertias that were calculated using our model with that
measured during the Rosetta mission. We will show that
the calculated diurnal thermal inertia reasonably explains
the measured inertia when the aggregate size is larger than
∼ 1 mm. However, the large aggregate radius (Ragg & 3 cm)
is required to reproduce the orbital thermal inertia reported
by Choukroun et al. (2015).
3.4.1 Marshall et al. (2018)
Marshall et al. (2018) derived estimates for the diurnal ther-
mal inertia in several regions on the largest lobe of the nu-
cleus by analyzing data from the Microwave Instrument for
the Rosetta Orbiter (MIRO; Gulkis et al. 2007) and the
Visible and InfraRed Thermal Imaging Spectrometer (VIR-
TIS; Coradini et al. 2007). The MIRO radiometer mea-
sures antenna temperatures at millimetre (1.6 mm) and sub-
millimetre wavelengths (0.5 mm; Gulkis et al. 2007). The
VIRTIS instrument consists of a high-spectral-resolution
point spectrometer and two mapping channels, and Mar-
shall et al. (2018) used data acquired by the mapping chan-
nels, VIRTIS-M-IR (0.95–5.1 µm; Coradini et al. 2007).
The MIRO millimetre and submillimetre emissions originate
from a depth of a few centimetres (e.g., Schloerb et al. 2015),
whereas the VIRTIS infrared spectrometer was most sensi-
tive to the temperature of the uppermost few tens of microns
(Marshall et al. 2018).
Marshall et al. (2018) calculated the vertical tempera-
ture structure of the surface and subsurface of the comet in
response to insolation, then they obtained simulated bright-
ness temperatures as a function of the diurnal thermal iner-
tia. The Aten region was observed via MIRO on September
2nd and 15th, 2014, and the Ash region on September 12th
and 13th. For the Aten region, the observed submillimetre
brightness temperatures are 170 K and 171 K, and the diur-
nal thermal inertia estimated from the brightness temper-
ature calculations is in the range 20–40 J m−2 K−1 s−1/2.
For the Ash region, the observed submillimetre brightness
temperatures are 157 K and 165 K, and the diurnal thermal
inertia estimated from the brightness temperature calcula-
tions is in the range 5–160 J m−2 K−1 s−1/2.
Figure 6 shows that the diurnal thermal inertia esti-
mated from submillimetre brightness temperatures is con-
sistent with our calculation of Idiu. The observed Idiu for
the Aten and Ash regions (orange dashed boxes) can be re-
produced when (i) Idiu = Iagg (i.e., Ragg & 1 cm) and the
monomers are organic–silicate grains (blue shaded region),
or (ii) Idiu = Ihie and the aggregate radius is larger than 1 mm
(black lines).
Based on millimetre brightness temperatures, Marshall
et al. (2018) also estimated the upper limit of the diurnal
thermal inertia as 80 J m−2 K−1 s−1/2 for both the Aten
and Ash regions. In contrast, VIRTIS observations suggest
a best-fitting value of 80 J m−2 K−1 s−1/2 across the observed
Aten, Babi, Khepry, and Imhotep regions. These values of
Idiu is also consistent with our calculations when Idiu = Iagg
and the monomers are organic–silicate grains (blue shaded
region in Figure 6).
3.4.2 Schloerb et al. (2015)
Schloerb et al. (2015) analyzed the observed brightness tem-
peratures as a function of local solar time and effective lat-
itude, which is based on the orientation of the local surface
normal of a point on the surface with respect to the sun.
All MIRO observations obtained during the period Septem-
ber 1–30, 2014 were included in Schloerb et al. (2015). The
MIRO emission exhibits strong diurnal variations, which in-
dicate that it originates from within the thermally varying
layer in the upper centimetres of the surface.
A comparison of the mean MIRO brightness tempera-
tures to the predictions of the thermal models reveals good
agreement for most latitudes (from −20 to 40 degrees), for
which the mean temperature is in the range ∼ 90–160 K (see
Figure 9 of Schloerb et al. 2015). 7 The quantitative fit of
simple thermophysical models is consistent with the diur-
nal thermal inertia in the range 10–30 J m−2 K−1 s−1/2 and
the diurnal thermal skin depth is approximately 1 cm. The
estimated Idiu by Schloerb et al. (2015), the green dashed
box in Figure 6, can be reproduced when (i) Idiu = Iagg (i.e.,
Ragg & 1 cm) and the monomers are organic–silicate grains
(blue shaded region), or (ii) Idiu = Ihie and the aggregate
radius is larger than 1 mm (black lines).
3.4.3 Spohn et al. (2015)
The Multipurpose Sensors for Surface and Sub-Surface Sci-
ence (MUPUS; Spohn et al. 2007) instrument package was
operated on the approach to and on the surface of 67P/C–
G during November 12–14, 2014. Spohn et al. (2015) found
7 Schloerb et al. (2015) noted that the MIRO brightness tem-
peratures at high northern latitudes are compatible with the fact
that sublimation of H2O ice playing an important role in deter-
mining the temperatures of these regions, wherein based on ob-
servations of gas and dust production, ice is known to sublimate.
However, the thermal model used in Schloerb et al. (2015) did
not consider this effect and advanced thermophysical modelling
is required to understand the brightness temperatures at high
northern latitudes.
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that the diurnal temperature at the Philae landing site, Aby-
dos, varied between 90 K and 130 K, and the local thermal
inertia was 85± 35 J m−2 K−1 s−1/2. Although the estimated
thermal inertia is higher than the MIRO measurements, this
could be explained by heterogeneities in the surface layer,
e.g., filling factor, temperature, refractory-to-ice mass ratio,
and other factors. The observed Idiu at the Abydos site (red
dashed box in Figure 6) can be reproduced when Idiu = Iagg
(i.e., Ragg & 1 cm) and the monomers are organic–silicate
grains (blue shaded region). In addition, not only organic–
silicate grains, but also ice–organic–silicate monomer grains
could explain the observed Idiu at the Abydos site when
Idiu = Iagg (i.e., Ragg & 10 cm; blue dashed line).
3.4.4 Choukroun et al. (2015)
Choukroun et al. (2015) reported on observations made with
the submillimetre and millimetre continuum channels of the
MIRO of the thermal emission from the southern regions of
the nucleus during the period August–October 2014. Since
the southern polar regions were in darkness for five years,
subsurface temperatures in the range 25–50 K were mea-
sured.
Based on their thermal model calculations of the nu-
cleus near-surface temperatures conducted over the orbit
of comet 67P/C–G, Choukroun et al. (2015) revealed that
the southern polar regions have a thermal inertia within the
range 10–60 J m−2 K−1 s−1/2. Diurnal phase effects are absent
in the polar night regions, and the thermal inertia obtained
by Choukroun et al. (2015) reflects the orbital thermal in-
ertia, Iorb.
As shown in Figure 6, an aggregate radius of Ragg > 3 cm
is required to explain Iorb > 10 J m−2 K−1 s−1/2 at T = 50 K. 8
Since the thermal conductivity of hierarchical aggregates as-
sociated with radiative transfer within inter-aggregate voids,
khie, is independent of the monomer composition, the aggre-
gate radius required to explain the reported thermal inertia
is insensitive to whether the monomers are organic–silicate
grains or ice–organic–silicate grains. We conclude that the
pebbles on the southern polar regions should be cm- or dm-
sized to reproduce the orbital thermal inertia reported by
Choukroun et al. (2015).
3.5 Summary of the thermal inertia calculations
We found that the thermal inertia depends on the tempera-
ture and the timescale of the temperature variation. There-
fore, we define Idiu and Iorb for diurnal and orbital temper-
ature variations, respectively. The heat transfer process de-
pends on whether the thermal skin depth is smaller than the
aggregate radius or not, as shown in Figure 4.
Our calculations revealed that, when 1 cm . Ragg . 1 m,
the diurnal thermal inertia is given by the thermal inertia
of the pebbles, Iagg, whereas the orbital thermal inertia is
given by the thermal inertia of the hierarchical aggregates
due to radiative transfer within inter-aggregate voids, Ihie.
8 We confirmed that, at the temperature of T = 50 K, the con-
dition, kagg > khie, is satisfied when the aggregate radius is Ragg <
11 cm for the case of organic–silicate grains (and Ragg < 5.9 m for
the case of ice–organic–silicate grains; see Section 2.4.2).
The value of the calculated Iagg is consistent with the ob-
served diurnal thermal inertia in various regions (Schloerb
et al. 2015; Spohn et al. 2015; Marshall et al. 2018), and the
observed orbital thermal inertia can be reproduced when the
aggregate radius is larger than 3 cm. Therefore, hierarchical
aggregates of cm- to dm-sized (i.e., 3 cm . Ragg < 1 m)
pebbles can explain the thermal inertia of comet 67P/C–G.
4 DISCUSSION: OTHER ESTIMATES OF THE
SIZE OF THE PEBBLES
Our estimate of the size of the pebbles is consistent with
the constraint on the physical homogeneity of comet 67P/C–
G (e.g., Kofman et al. 2015; Pa¨tzold et al. 2016). Kofman
et al. (2015) obtained Comet Nucleus Sounding Experiment
by Radiowave Transmission (CONSERT) measurements of
the interior of comet 67P/C–G, and they found that the in-
terior is homogeneous on a spatial scale of 10 m. The gravity
field observations also support the idea that the nucleus has
a homogeneous density down to a scale of several metres
(Pa¨tzold et al. 2016)
In addition, the size-frequency distribution of dust ag-
gregates emitted from the nucleus also support the notion
that the constituent aggregates of comet 67P/C–G is cm-
to dm-sized pebbles. Figure 7 shows the size distribution of
dust aggregates for comet 67P/C–G measured using differ-
ent methods (see Blum et al. 2017, for details). It is evident
that most of the mass is emitted in the form of dm-sized
dust aggregates, and that there is a significant decline in
the size-frequency distribution for sizes below 1 cm. Blum
et al. (2017) interpreted mm-sized dust aggregates as “peb-
ble fragments” due to the ejection process. As such, the size
of the primary building blocks of the comet nucleus must be
cm- or dm-sized pebbles.
Gundlach et al. (2015) estimated the maximum ra-
dius of constituent aggregates that can be released from
the cometary surface, Ragg,max. The ejected aggregates are
lifted up by the gas-friction force, Fgas, and Fgas must
overcome the gravitational force, Fgrav. The gas-friction
force at the cometary surface is approximately given by
Fgas = piRagg2pgas, where pgas is the gas pressure at the
ice sublimation interface. The gravitational force is Fgrav =
GMaggm67P/r67P2, where G is the gravitational constant, r67P
is the radius of the comet, and Magg and m67P are the
mass of the constituent aggregates and comet 67P/C–G, re-
spectively. The maximum radius of constituent aggregates,
Ragg,max, is given by
Ragg,max =
9pgas
16piGρaggρ67Pr67P
. (40)
Gundlach et al. (2015) also derived a simple analytic formula
for the gas pressure at the ice sublimation interface:
pgas = (1 − A) S(Dhel/1 au)
−2
Λ
√
2pikBTice
mg
, (41)
where A is the Bond albedo of the cometary surface, S =
1.37×103 W m−2 is the solar constant, Dhel is the heliocentric
distance of the comet, Λ is the latent heat of sublimation,
and Tice is the temperature of the evaporating volatiles.
Using Equations (40) and (41), Gundlach et al. (2015)
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Figure 7. Size distribution of dust aggregates for comet 67P/C–
G. (a) Exponent of the size-frequency distribution function of
the dust emitted from the nucleus. Data (horizontal lines) are
obtained from measurements by various instruments onboard
Rosetta (solid lines) and from Earth-based observations (orange
dashed lines). The three lines represent linear fits to the data and
the ”Linear Fit” is the fiducial case of Blum et al. (2017). (b)
Derived normalized mass-frequency distributions per logarithmic
size interval for the three linear approximations. Figure taken
from Blum et al. (2017).
revealed that the maximum radius of constituent aggregates
is
Ragg,max ∼ 102
(
Dhel
1 au
)−2
cm, (42)
for both H2O and CO2 activities (see Figure 3 of Gundlach
et al. 2015). The estimated value is also consistent with the
size-frequency distribution of the dust aggregates emitted
from the nucleus and the constraint from thermal inertias.
5 SUMMARY
We have investigated whether the hierarchical aggregate
model (e.g., Skorov & Blum 2012) can reproduce the ob-
served thermal inertias of comet 67P/C–G. Based on nu-
merical simulations of heat transfer within dust aggregates
(e.g., Arakawa et al. 2019a), we have constructed a thermal
inertia model for hierarchical aggregates. Our findings are
summarized as follows.
(i) We proposed that the heat transfer process depends
on whether the thermal skin depth is smaller than the ag-
gregate radius (see Figure 4). Since the diurnal and orbital
thermal skin depths are different by orders of magnitude, the
diurnal and orbital thermal inertias can also be controlled
by different processes.
(ii) Our calculations revealed that when Ragg & 1 cm, the
diurnal thermal inertia is given by the thermal inertia of the
pebbles, Iagg, and if Ragg . 1 mm, the diurnal thermal inertia
is given by the thermal inertia of hierarchical aggregates
due to radiative transfer within inter-aggregate voids, Ihie.
In contrast, the orbital thermal inertia is always given by
Ihie because the size of the pebbles is smaller than 1 m.
(iii) The diurnal thermal inertia calculated using our
model reasonably explains the thermal inertia measured dur-
ing the Rosetta mission in various regions (Schloerb et al.
2015; Spohn et al. 2015; Marshall et al. 2018) when the ag-
gregate radius is larger than 1 mm.
(iv) However, the observed orbital thermal inertia in the
polar night regions (Choukroun et al. 2015) could be repro-
duced only when the aggregate radius is larger than 3 cm.
Therefore, we conclude that a hierarchical aggregate of
cm- to dm-sized (i.e., 3 cm . Ragg < 1 m) pebbles may be
suitable to explain the thermal inertias of comet 67P/C–G.
We note that our estimate of the size of the pebbles is con-
sistent with (1) the constraint on the physical homogeneity
of comet 67P/C–G (e.g., Kofman et al. 2015; Pa¨tzold et al.
2016), (2) the size-frequency distribution of dust aggregates
emitted from the nucleus (Blum et al. 2017, and references
therein), and (3) the maximum radius of the constituent
aggregates that can be released from the cometary surface
(e.g., Gundlach et al. 2015).
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APPENDIX A: PHYSICAL PROPERTIES USED
IN THE THERMOPHYSICAL MODELS
In Appendix A, we summarize the physical properties used
in this study. Tables A1 and A2 represent overviews of the
model parameters used in the thermophysical calculations.
The material density and mass fraction values are discussed
in Section 2.3. The other mechanical properties of the mate-
rials (Poisson’s ratio, surface energy, and Young’s modulus)
are taken from the literature.
We set the mechanical properties of the organics to be
same as that of the Titan aerosol analogue called tholin (Yu
et al. 2017). Tholin has also been used as organic analogues
for comets and Kuiper belt objects (e.g., Lamy et al. 1987;
Ishiguro et al. 2007; Dalle Ore et al. 2009), and its optical
property may qualitatively explain the reflectance spectrum
of comet 67P/C–G (e.g., Stern et al. 2015; Capaccioni et al.
2015). Then we used the mechanical and optical properties of
tholin as an analogue of the cometary organics. We also note
that the mechanical properties of tholin are within the range
of typical organic materials; the surface energy of typical
organics is of the order of 10–100 mJ m−2 (e.g., Fowkes 1964),
Young’s modulus is of the order of 1–10 GPa (e.g., Yu et al.
2018), and the Poisson’s ratio is in the range of 0.3–0.35
(e.g., Krijt et al. 2013).
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Figure B1. The material thermal conductivities of PMMA (korg,
green) and H2O ice (kice, violet).
Figure B2. The material thermal conductivities for 12 different
organic polymers. Figure taken from Kommandur & Yee (2017).
APPENDIX B: MATERIAL THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY AND SPECIFIC HEAT
CAPACITY
In Appendix B, we show the temperature dependence of ma-
terial thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity. Fig-
ure B1 shows the temperature dependence of the material
thermal conductivities. We set the material thermal conduc-
tivity of the organics as that of poly(methyl methacrylate),
hereinafter referred to as PMMA.
We note that korg reliably represents the typical value
of the material thermal conductivity of organics. Figure B2
shows the material thermal conductivities of 12 different
organic polymers. In the temperature range of T > 10 K,
the difference between the material thermal conductivity is
within a factor of four, and korg ∼ 0.1 W m−1 K−1 when the
temperature is T ∼ 100 K.
Figure B3 shows the temperature dependence of the
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2020)
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Table A1. Materials properties used in the thermophysical models.
Properties Symbol Value Reference
Material density of silicate ρsil 3500 kg m−3 Section 2.3
Material density of organics ρorg 1500 kg m−3 Section 2.3
Material density of H2O ice ρice 920 kg m−3 —
Poisson’s ratio of organics (tholin) νorg 0.3 Yu et al. (2017)
Poisson’s ratio of H2O ice νice 0.25 Dominik & Tielens (1997)
Surface energy of organics (tholin) γorg 70.9 mJ m−2 Yu et al. (2017)
Surface energy of H2O ice γice 20 mJ m−2 Gundlach et al. (2018)
Young’s modulus of organics (tholin) Eorg 3.0 GPa Yu et al. (2017)
Young’s modulus of H2O ice Eice 7.0 GPa Dominik & Tielens (1997)
Material thermal conductivity of organics (PMMA) korg Fig. B1 Choy (1977)
Material thermal conductivity of H2O ice kice Fig. B1 Klinger (1975)
Specific heat capacity of silicate (SiO2 glass) csil Fig. B3 Lord & Morrow (1957)
Specific heat capacity of organics (PMMA) corg Fig. B3 Gaur et al. (1982)
Specific heat capacity of H2O ice cice Fig. B3 Shulman (2004)
Table A2. Physical properties of monomer grains, aggregates, and comet 67P/C–G used in the thermophysical models.
Properties Symbol Value Reference
Radius of silicate cores Rsil 0.5 µm —
Mass fraction of organics and silicate (org–sil grains) forg, fsil 1/3, 2/3 Section 2.3
Mass fraction of ice, organics, and silicate (ice–org–sil grains) fice, forg, fsil 0.1, 0.3, 0.6 Section 2.3
Filling factor of the constituent aggregates φagg 0.4 Gu¨ttler et al. (2010)
Filling factor of the aggregate packing structure φp 0.64 Berryman (1983)
Spin period of comet 67P/C–G Ps 12.4 h Jorda et al. (2016)
Orbital period of comet 67P/C–G Po 6.45 yr JPL Small-Body Database
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Figure B3. Specific heat capacities of SiO2 glass (csil, orange),
PMMA (corg, green), and H2O ice (cice, violet).
specific heat capacities. Since the specific heat capacities are
approximately proportional to T and kagg is proportional to
the cube of T , the thermal inertia of the hierarchical ag-
gregates due to radiative transfer within the inter-aggregate
structure, Ihie, is approximately proportional to the square
of T .
APPENDIX C: THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
DUE TO RADIATIVE TRANSFER INSIDE
CONSTITUENT AGGREGATES
In Appendix C, for the constituent aggregates (i.e., pebbles),
we demonstrate that the thermal conductivity based on ra-
diative transfer is negligible compared to that based on the
solid network. The thermal conductivity of the pebbles, kagg,
is given by the sum of two terms:
kagg = ksol + krad, (C1)
where ksol is the thermal conductivity through the solid net-
work and krad is the thermal conductivity due to radiative
transfer within the constituent aggregate.
The thermal conductivity due to radiative transfer, krad,
is given by (e.g., Merrill 1969)
krad =
16
3
σSBT
3lmfp,agg, (C2)
where lmfp,agg is the mean free path of photons within the
constituent aggregate. The mean free path of photons is
given by (e.g., Arakawa et al. 2017)
lmfp,agg =
1
κRρmφagg
. (C3)
The Rosseland mean opacity, κR, is defined as
1
κR
=
∫
dν κeff−1(∂Bν/∂T)∫
dν (∂Bν/∂T)
, (C4)
where κeff is the effective absorption opacity and Bν is
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the Plank function. Rybicki & Lightman (1979) introduced
the effective absorption opacity, κeff , defined as κeff =√
κabs(κabs + κsca), where κabs is the absorption opacity and
κsca is the scattering opacity.
However, forward scattering does not change the direc-
tion of the incident light, and it is effectively not scattering.
Therefore, we use the “effective scattering opacity”, κeffsca, in-
stead of κsca, which is given by κeffsca = (1 − g)κsca, where g is
the asymmetry parameter (see Ueda et al. 2020). We then
define κeff as
κeff =
√
κabs
(
κabs + κ
eff
sca
)
. (C5)
We calculate κabs and κsca of the spherical monomers
using Mie theory (Bohren & Huffman 1983) using the open
source code LX-MIE (Kitzmann & Heng 2018). The refrac-
tive index of monomer grains with a core–mantle structure
is calculated based on the effective medium theory with the
Bruggeman mixing rule (Bruggeman 1935), which is given
by∑
i
χi
i − eff
i + 2eff
= 0, (C6)
where i is the dielectric function of the material species i
(silicate, organics, and ice), and eff is the effective dielectric
function. We note that the dielectric function satisfies the
relation  = (n + ik)2, where n and k are the real and imagi-
nary parts of the refractive index (Bohren & Huffman 1983).
To obtain the effective refractive index of the monomers, we
use the refractive index of the so-called astronomical silicate
(Draine 2003), H2O ice (Warren & Brandt 2008), and Titan-
tholin (Khare et al. 1984). We then calculate the Rosseland
mean opacity by integrating Equation (C4) from λ = 0.1 µm
to 1000 µm.
Figure C1 shows the two terms of the thermal con-
ductivity of the constituent aggregates, i.e., ksol and krad.
We confirmed that krad is several orders of magnitude lower
than ksol, and the thermal conductivity of the pebbles is
kagg ' ksol, as was assumed in Section 2.4.1.
APPENDIX D: EFFECTIVE ABSORPTION
CROSS SECTION OF PEBBLES
In Appendix D, we show that the absorption cross section
can be approximated by the geometric cross-section for the
pebble sizes examined in this study. The effective absorption
cross sections of the pebbles were calculated as
σeff,agg = Maggκeff,agg, (D1)
where Magg = 4piρmφaggRagg3/3 is the mass of the pebbles
and κeff,agg is the effective absorption coefficient of the peb-
bles. We adopt the method used in Appendix C, but in addi-
tion, we consider the presence of voids (void = 1) in Equation
(C6) to calculate the effective dielectric function.
Figure D1 shows the effective absorption cross sections
of pebbles that are normalized by the geometric cross sec-
tion, σeff,agg/σagg. We found that, in the temperature range
of T & 30 K, the normalized cross section is in the range
of 0.9 . σeff,agg/σagg . 1.2 for the aggregate radius of
Ragg ≥ 0.1 mm. Then we can approximate σeff,agg as σagg
as shown in Section 2.4.2.
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Figure C1. Thermal conductivity through the the solid net-
work, ksol (blue lines), and the thermal conductivity due to ra-
diative transfer within a pebble, krad (black lines). The solid lines
represent the case of organic–silicate grains, whereas the dashed
lines represent the case of ice–organic–silicate grains.
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Figure D1. Effective absorption cross sections of the pebbles
(Ragg = 0.1 mm–10 cm). The solid lines represent the case of
organic–silicate grains, and the dashed lines represent the case
of ice–organic–silicate grains.
APPENDIX E: DIURNAL AND ORBITAL SKIN
DEPTHS
In Appendix E, we show the diurnal and orbital thermal
skin depths. Figures E1 and E2 are the diurnal and orbital
thermal skin depths, ddiu and dorb, as functions of tempera-
ture. We note that the orbital thermal skin depth is larger
than the aggregate radius for the case of Ragg . 1 m.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by
the author.
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Figure E1. Diurnal thermal skin depth as a function of temper-
ature. The blue lines represent the diurnal thermal skin depth of
the constituent aggregates, ddiu,agg. The black lines represent the
diurnal thermal skin depth of the hierarchical aggregates, ddiu,hie,
for the case of Ragg = 1 mm, and the grey lines represent Ihie for
the case of Ragg = 0.1 mm. The solid lines represent the case of
organic–silicate grains, whereas the dashed lines indicate the case
of ice–organic–silicate grains.
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Figure E2. Orbital thermal skin depth as a function of tem-
perature. The color of the lines indicate the aggregate radius
(Ragg = 10 cm, 1 cm, and 1 mm). In these cases, the orbital thermal
skin depth is given by dorb = dorb,hie. The solid lines are for the
case of organic–silicate grains, and the dashed lines are for the
case of ice–organic–silicate grains.
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